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i was searching for virtual bassist updates
and came across this message. i

downloaded v 1.0.504 and it still doesn't
work. i do not want to pirate any of

steinberg's software. i did not make this
request to steal any software. i just want

to know why virtual bassist does not
function. as with broomstick bass, virtual
bassist offers a selection of musical styles

(32 are provided in the initial release).
each style has a suitable preset bass
sound associated with it and offers a

selection of phrases or riffs. vb refers to
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these phrases as 'parts' and as many as
18 are provided for each style. these

respond to either a root note input or a
chord and any melodic/riff-based parts

are automatically adjusted to fit the
chosen chord. the other major features

include groove match (which, for
example, allows the bass groove to be

fine-tuned to match a drum groove) and
the excellent 'amp & fx' section, which, as

its name suggests, is modelled, both in
terms of its sound and its appearance, on
a classic array of bass hardware. what's
more, this section is also supplied as a

separate vst plug-in, so it can be used to
process other audio signals if required.

having used them both side by side
within cubase sx, the choice between

virtual bassist and broomstick bass is a
difficult one. in my own view, for basic

automated bass-line construction which
is, after all, the key selling point of both
there is little to choose between the two
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products. however, the rest of the feature
sets are quite distinctive, with each
product having its own particular

strengths. i hope that my two reviews will
give all you potential purchasers enough
of a flavour of these differences that you
can determine which product might best

suit your own particular needs.

Steinberg Virtual Bassist 1.0.0.504 H2O

hi, i am new to vsts and i am currently
using virtual bassist. i have noticed that

there is no midi out feature in vb. this has
become an issue for me because i am

trying to create a new song with a
drummer and i am using midi out to send
the drums to my sampler. is there a way

to get this functionality in vb? i am a
steinberg vst plug-in user and am

addicted to using it, but not a steinberg
plug-in user. it's a really great plug-in and

the ability to be able to edit notes and
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shapes is great. one question i have
about it is that there is no midi out from

the plug-in. i dont think steinberg will
ever develop their own hardware. my

guess is that they will never let anybody
else design hardware for them. steinberg
is always about innovation and being the
leader. i dont think that they will ever go
for that because their always doing great.
and with their patent's they will always be

#1. i agree, i think that steinberg will
never develop their own hardware. it is
not their way. they will always do what

they do best, which is make good
software. the reason why you don't find
anything about it, is because, unless you
speak german, you are not going to be

able to read anything that steinberg puts
out. now if they had a site, you could

probably read some of the stuff. but they
don't have a site. they don't want to have

a site. i know that, because they asked
me if i wanted to have a site, and i said,
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'no'. i wanted to be independent, and
that's why i don't have a site. i know you
are talking about steinberg not having a
site, but i don't think it is a bad thing. i

think that they should keep it this way. i
think that they want to stay focused on
the vst's and not have any distractions.
when you have something new, and are
going to be developing for a long time,
you need to make sure that you stay

focused on the project. if steinberg had a
site, then they would get distracted.
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